
A19 8W DIM LED Lamp

40W Incandescent

 7W

 8W

10*.06W Nichia 757

Medium (E26)

Omnidirectional

-20 oC to +40 oC

AC 120V

40,000 hours      2700K / 3000K

485 Lm / 540 Lm

65 Lm/W / 72Lm/W

80+

5000K

600 Lm

80 Lm/W

70+

IP65 Outdoor and Waterproof!

4.72” 120mm

IP65
Outdoor

Waterproof!



A19 8W DIM LED Lamp

NV/A19/10.06/D -

NV/A19/10.06/D/W27/26/N75

W27
WW

 - 2700K
 -  3000K

CW - 5000K

N/A 26  - E26 (Medium) N75 - Nichia 757

war

Globe A19 10*06W 
Dimmable

4.72” (120)         



Dimmer Compatibility

Operating Guidlines:
• Nu Vue dimmable bulbs are designed to work with smooth dimmers and may not dim properly
   with the following dimmer types:

- Sensor dimmers
- Stepping dimmers
- Remote control dimmers
- Dimmers with memory function
- Dimmers with rating of 1000W or above

   Dimmer incompatibility may r rmal light output at certain
   dimmer levels. If experiencing any of the aforementioned problems, try the following:

1. Check if other high-power-consumption equipment (such as vacuum cleaners,
refrigerators, etc.) is being operated on a shared AC line with the dimmable lamps.

    For best results, operate dimmable lamps on an independent AC line to avoid
    overloading the line.

2. If possible, increase the number of lamps being used with the dimmer in order to raise
    total power consumption (to over 35 Watts). A power consumption that is too low on an
    individual dimmer can r

• Lamp may not dim immediately after being turned on

rned on

• When the dimmer is set at a low level, the lamp may dim furth er or cease to emit light as a result
ctrical devices such as hair dryer

    or microwave)

• For best results, use the power switch to power-o  rather than turning the dimmer to its lowest setting

• In the case of shared dimmers, particularly at low settings, light emissions of lamps may be di erent
   than when connected to an independent dimmer

• If one or more lamps on a shared dimmer cease to emit light, it may be necessary to set the
   dimmer to 0% before continuing to use the dimmable function within the emitting range

• Dimmers may emit a soft sound while being tuned
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